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More Asian banks set to follow HSBC in requiring greater KYC details

Apr 13 2017 Ajay Shamdasani, Regulatory Intelligence

New compliance requirements at HSBC requiring clients to provide more account information could have ripple effects

across the industry with more institutions in the region seeking similar details. It was inevitable local financial institutions

would follow moves by HSBC to strengthen compliance procedures to meet higher international standards given the bank's

footprint in the market, industry officials said

HSBC's increased information disclosure is intended to meet enhanced anti-money laundering requirements in the United

States and EU as part of its deferred prosecution agreement with the Department of Justice (DoJ) following the bank's $1.9

billion fine in 2012 for breaching U.S. money laundering rules. As part of its U.S. agreement, HSBC had to install a rigorous

monitoring process to gauge its progress in improving AML policies and protocols. 

"They must do so. HSBC is not doing anything new: it is just breaking ranks and doing it better after a fundamental rethink.

And it is preparing for some big changes in law and regulation that will affect it globally, not just in Hong Kong," said Nigel

Morris-Cotterill, an independent money laundering specialist.

Effective immediately, retail customers need to disclose how their accounts were used, as well as providing their addresses,

contact details, and employment and income history before they could open an HSBC account, said Diana Cesar, HSBC's

Hong Kong chief executive.

Similarly, corporate customers had to provide supporting documents about the nature of their businesses, their ownership,

locations of business, financing sources and purposes of their accounts, she said.

For example, if a client said an account could likely expect financial transfers a few times monthly, but instead, the transfer

frequency was in the hundreds, red flags would be raised and such transactions could be reported to the territory's Joint

Financial Intelligence Unit (JFIU), which is comprised of both the Hong Kong Police Force and the local Customs and Excise

Department. Additionally, customers would be contacted by bank employees staff via telephone or mail and asked to provide

their details either online or personally at HSBC branches across the city. Those failing to do so before the reporting deadline

would have their accounts deactivated until the requisite information was forthcoming.

Such tougher know-your-customer (KYC) requirements were not limited to HSBC's Hong Kong's banking customers but also
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existed in the United States and Europe, Cesar said.

Global best practices

Standard Chartered, BNP Paribas and Deutsche Bank have also stepped up financial controls to comply with U.S. and EU

regulations for countering terrorist financing (CTF) and money laundering, and the enforcement of financial sanctions against

pariah states.

It was likely other banks would follow HSBC's lead in asking clients for greater personal details, said Josephine Chung,

director of CompliancePlus Consulting in Hong Kong. 

"This may be causing administrative inconvenience to customers who may need to give information" to all the banks they

deal with "individually and repeatedly, then … each bank may ask different levels of details," she said.

Companies in all business sectors across Asia were enhancing their compliance procedures to align with international

standards, said Josh Heiliczer, a director with EY in Hong Kong

"Banks are taking the lead by requiring customers to provide additional information before routine transactions can be

processed. From a compliance perspective, it is a huge challenge given the volume of transactions," he said.

Requiring greater KYC information comes at a time when Hong Kong awaits the Financial Action Task Force's mutual

evaluation of the territory's AML regime next year. The spotlight, therefore, was already firmly on AML and CTF, said Ben

Hammond, a partner at law firm Ashurst in Hong Kong.

"All those operating in Hong Kong's financial sector, including both local and international banks, will be expecting particular

scrutiny of their systems and policies," he said.

For its part, the Hong Kong Monetary Authority, city's banking regulator, said all banks in its purview were required, under the

2012 Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing (Financial Institutions) Ordinance, or AMLO, and its guidelines,

to periodically review customer due diligence information to ensure that they were up-to-date and relevant. "This requirement

is in line with the international standard on AML and [CTF] and the practices of other international financial centres. The

frequency and extent of the reviews will be determined by individual banks based on various factors, including the risk profile

of the customer concerned," an HKMA spokeswoman said.

Information overload

Many multinational banks are looking at their Asian compliance risk more closely, given the high profile enforcement activity.
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"While there is a cost associated with such technology and systems innovation, the cost and disruption which comes from

introducing cultural change is even greater," said Mini vandePol, the Hong Kong head of law firm Baker McKenzie's

compliance and investigations group. 

The level of investment by different banks varied dramatically, both locally and regionally, she said. "I would not be surprised

if we see more compliance breaches before we see wholesale changes in this sector."

The collection of more information is not, however, the same as being able to turn it into actionable intelligence. 

"Piling up more information without a coherent and attainable end game seems rather penny wise and dollar dumb," said Bill

Majcher, president of EMIDR, a corporate risk firm in Hong Kong.

Majcher did not believe other local and regional banks would follow HSBC's approach in asking for more KYC details, unless

the bank, given its size, threatened to cancel correspondent banking relationships to remove any counterparty risk.

"Until then, I see regional Asian banks trying to fill a gap that HSBC is creating with small and medium enterprise (SME)

businesses. I think Singapore and the banks there may be the net beneficiaries of HSBC in Hong Kong being closed for new

business within a reasonable timeframe," he said.

"Since HSBC is creating all this burden and cost on the backs of proper and lawful clients in a declared attempt to take a

zero tolerance approach to money laundering and financial crime, are we then to assume that HSBC will end all relationships

with companies and individuals who have been caught money laundering, engaging in tax evasion or facilitating other forms

of financial improprieties? If so, I expect many banks, law firms and accounting firms will soon lose the services and

correspondent banking relationships with HSBC. If HSBC is to have credibility, they have to treat the big clients with the

same level of tolerance as the little guys, as truly, the bigger clients have created the bigger acts of malfeasance," Majcher

said.

Speaking on condition of anonymity, one lawyer whose firm served HSBC said: "I could see other banks following suit, but it

depends on what they do with the information. Maybe they are better off not collecting more information because then you

have to show you have robust processes to analyse and make use of what you collect." 

HSBC's actions were clearly a reaction to increased enforcement by U.S. and UK regulators, he said.

"If they gather all this data, the regulators will clearly expect them to do more with it. Do they have the systems in place to

see to it that information gets reviewed and accounts are flagged? There is no point in collecting information, having it on file

and not doing anything about it. What if there is a future enforcement action and it turns out they had the information they
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needed, but they just did not follow up with heightened due diligence?"

Compliance implications

The net result of more demanding more KYC information will invariably mean greater burdens on compliance officers and

strains on their budgets.

"Collecting additional information means additional work in reviewing, digesting and responding to that information and so,

inevitably, additional cost," Hammond said.

Banks will need to decide what information to ask customers for, whether it passes regulatory muster and when to suspend

or place these accounts on hold.

"This will be depending on information per each account … clients may complain and ask for explanations in case their

account is put on hold," but that should only be the case in exceptional circumstances, Chung said.

Morris-Cotterill envisioned more work for compliance and a new focus on people and less focus on their money. "For the first

time, banks and their staff will be required to know their customers, which, if we think about it, is where we started. We have

far more sophisticated tools and techniques than 25 years ago, but the principles are still the same: you cannot identify

suspicion solely from looking at transactions."

Some questioned the efficacy of requiring more client information.

"This is more meaningless compliance activity adding further costs to banks and delivering little or no return in practical

terms. HSBC…is having to jump through hoops for court-appointed monitors who are the big financial winners of this largely

futile and political exercise," said Steve Vickers, chief executive of Steve Vickers & Associates, a political and corporate risk

consultancy in Hong Kong. 

"Hopefully, local banks which are not subject to the onerous DoJ [outside] monitor system will not follow suit."

Some were more pointed, however, saying, as Majcher did, that HSBC, its monitors and the U.S. DoJ were all pretending

that something was being done to combat money laundering, all to justify each others' existences and revenues. "It has

become a very symbiotic relationship between HSBC and the so-called watchdogs. It serves their purposes, but I am not

convinced it will have one iota of positive impact in the fight to combat financial crime," he said.

Indeed, HSBC and most global banks were the victims of a "legal shakedown," Majcher said.
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"How ... can there be billions of dollars sucked out of shareholders and clients in the form of fines and increased bank fees,

and yet so few people are in jail? It does not make sense unless there is another agenda."
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